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Abstract  
Correlations and path coefficient were studied in seven snake gourd genotypes namely Turag, 
Surma, Vorosa, Manghosito, Jhumlong, Green nitch and Monosha for yield and eleven yield 
contributing characters. The correlation coefficients were determined to find out the 
interrelationship among the characters studied. The correlation studies revealed that, 
yield/plant had positive and highly significant correlation both in phenotypic and genotypic 
level with fresh weight/fruit, fruit girth, fruits/plant, plant height and fruit length which 
indicated that yield could be increased by selecting these characters. Direct and indirect 
effects were measured using path coefficient analysis in order to obtain mechanisms of 
interrelationship between yield/plant and its components. The highest positive direct effect 
(0.9763) on yield/plant was found in fresh weight/fruit followed by fruits/plant (0.4179) and 
fruit length (0.2665). The characters showed direct positive effect on yield/plant indicated that 
direct selection for these traits might be effective for improving yield through selection in 
snake gourd. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Snake gourd (Trichosanthes anguina L.) is a common summer vegetable consumed and 
relished by most of the people of Bangladesh. It is an annual monoecious climbing 
herbaceous crop belonging to the family cucurbitaceae having chromosome number 
2n=22 (Jeffery, 1980 and Chakarbati, 1982). It is commonly known as “Chichinga” in 
Bangladesh and also known as “Chinese cucumber”around the world. It is widely grown 
in India, Sri Lanka, Thailand, China, Australia and Africa. Snake gourd is important as a 
good source of minerals, fibers and other nutrients, these make the food wholesome and 
healthy (Varghese & Rajan, 1993). Snake gourd acts as an excellent anti-inflammatory. 
Inflammation if left ignored can result in serious illness like, diabetes, heart attacks, 
stroke, cancer, mood disorders, sleep disorders, arthritis and alzheimer. It is gaining 
popularity for being an integral part of the anti-inflammatory diet chart. The use of snake 
gourd in alternative medicine is increasing because of its curative properties. 
 
Among the few vegetables it fetches more yields per unit area but the average yield of the 
crop is low in Bangladesh than that of the others neighboring countries. The yield of 
snake gourd is very low and its production is also restricted to only to 3-4 months of the 
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year in Bangladesh (BBS 2012). There is no high yielding variety of snake gourds in 
Bangladesh but there is a wide range of variability in size, shape and color of fruits in 
Bangladesh (Rashid, 1993). A large number of land races of snake gourd are cultivated in 
the country but no cultivar of this crop is yet recommended for this country. No adequate 
attempt has so far been made to increase the productivity of this crop. The productivity of 
the vegetable can be increased to a greater extent through varietal improvement. 
 
For developing superior snake gourd varieties, it is necessary to improve its yield 
components. Yield is a resultant character which is relatively and simply inherited (Rao et 
al., 1990). Many characters of snake gourd are interrelated either in desirable or in 
undesirable direction. Correlation coefficients measure the mutual relationship between 
various pairs of characters and help in identifying the component characters on which 
selection can be based for improvement in yield. Again the implication of correlation 
studies become more evident when correlations are partitioned into cause (component) 
and effect (yield) through path analysis in order to determine the relative magnitudes of 
various attributes contribute to build up the associations. Plant breeders can exploit the 
information regarding character association and path analysis for the development of 
commercial variety or hybrid in snake gourd. Hence, an attempt has been made in the 
present investigation to study the association of different traits, direct and indirect effects 
of characters based on per se performance. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The present investigation was conducted during (February-June) 2013 at the Botanical 
Garden of Jahangirnagar University, Savar, Dhaka. The experimental materials consisted 
of seven genotypes of snake gourd namely Turag, Surma, Vorosa, Manghosito, 
Jhumlong, Green nitch and Monosha collected from different sources like local seed 
market, certified seed company and national research institution of Bangladesh. The 
experiment was laid out in Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) with three 
replications. The unit pits was 120×120 cm maintaining a plant spacing of 30×30 cm. A 
distance of 60 cm in the form of drain was maintained between the block and between the 
plots within a block. The genotypes were randomly assigned in different blocks. The soil 
of the experimental field was sandy loam in texture and belongs to the ‘Shallow Red 
Brown Terrace’ under Madhupur tract with a pH of around 6.2-6.8 (Haider et al.,1991 
and Anon.1998).The fertilizer and manure were applied as per recommended dose and the 
cultural practice were followed when required. 
 
Data were recorded randomly for twelve quantitative traits such as plant height (cm), 
primary branches/plant, terminal leaflet length (cm), terminal leaflet breadth (cm), days to 
first flowering, fruits/plant, fruit length (cm), fruit girth (cm), fresh weight/fruit (g), inter 
node length (cm), number of nodes /plant and yield /plant (g). For all each characters, 
except days to first flowering ten randomly selected plants of each genotype from each 
replication were considered to record data. 
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The collected data were compiled and tabulated in proper forms for statistical analysis. 
Genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficients were calculated according to the 
formula suggested by Johnson et al. (1955) and Hanson et al. (1956). Correlation 
coefficient were further partitioned into components of direct and indirect effects by path 
coefficient analysis originally developed by Wright (1921) and later described by Dewey 
& Lu (1959). 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Significant genetic variation has been found among seven snake gourd genotypes for 
yield and yield attributing traits (Table 1). Highest variation was found for fruit length 
and fresh weight/fruit. Yield/plant, terminal leaf length and fruits/plant showed moderate 
variation and other characters showed low genetic variation. Maximum yield was found 
for green nitch genotype and other genotypes such as surma, turag also showed higher 
yield. 
  
Correlation coefficients analysis: Estimates of genotypic and phenotypic correlation 
coefficient between yield and its eleven component characters in all possible 
combinations are presented in Table1. In general, genotypic correlation coefficients were 
higher than phenotypic correlation coefficients, which indicated the association was 
largely due to genetic reason and masked efficiently environment effects which may 
modify the expression of the characters thereby reduced the phenotypic expression at a bit 
of lesser extent. (Saha et al., 1992, Islam, 1993, Huque et al., 2012). 
 
Fruit yield had significant positive genotypic and phenotypic correlation with fresh 
weight/ fruit( rg =0.837**,rp=0.836**),fruit girth (rg=0.674*, rp =0.672*) but only positive 
with fruit/plant(rg =0.367, rp =0.367) (Table 2).Similar results has been reported by 
Narayanankutty et al. (2006)  where they found fruit yield was strongly correlated with 
fruit weight, fruits/plant, fruit girth, fruit length, days to first harvest, flesh thickness and 
days to first female flower opening. Rana et al. (2011) reported significant positive 
correlation of number of fruits/plant, total number of primary branches and number of 
nodes/plant with fruit yield. Rahman et al. (2002) found significant positive genotypic 
and phenotypic correlation of number of fruits/plant and fruit length with fruit yield. 
Islam et al. (1993) found significant positive genotypic and phenotypic correlation of 
number of fruits/plant and average fruit weight with fruit yield in cucumber. Number of 
nodes/plant showed significant positive genotypic and phenotypic correlations with plant 
height (rg =0.972**, rp =0.962**), primary branches/plant (rg = 0.970**, rp =0.922**), 
Days to first flowering(rg =0.847**, rp =0.795**),terminal leaflet breadth (rg =0.748**, rp 
=0.715**) and terminal leaflet length (rg =0.713**, rp =0.682*), respectively (Table 2). 
 
Fresh weight/fruit showed positive significant correlation both at genotypic and 
phenotypic level with fruit girth (rg =0.893**, rp =0.889**). Days to first flowering also 
showed positive significant correlation both at genotypic and phenotypic level with plant 
height (rg =0.822**, rp =0.782**) and Primary branches/plant(rg =0.824**, rp =0.682*) 
(Table 2). 
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Table 1. Mean performances of yield and yield contributing characters in snake gourd genotypes 
 
 

Genotypes Plant 
height 
(cm) 

Primary 
branches 

/plant 

Terminal leaf 
length 
(cm) 

Terminal 
leaf breadth 

(cm) 

Days to 
first 

flowering 

No. of 
Nodes
/Plant 

Fruit 
length 
(cm) 

Fruit 
girth 
(cm) 

Fresh 
weight/fr
uit (gm) 

Inter node 
length 
(cm) 

Fruits/ 
plant 

Yield/plant 
(gm) 

Turag 890 a 16 a 19.07a 25.37 a 54 a 62.33 a 41.75 d 13.25 e 275 f 18.44 b 8.5 b 1512 e 

Surma 548.3 cd 10b c 15.2 b 16.4 c 46 d 37.33 cde 53.17 a 16.92 c 357.2 d 14.73 e 12.25 a 3304 b 

Vorosa 574 c 11b c 14.43 c 19.37 b 45.33 d 40.67 cd 39.03 e 19.07 b 447.3 c 21 a 6.25 d 2796 c 

  
Manghosio 

515.7 d 8.667 c 11.27 e 16.37 c 49 c 34 e 47.19 c 16 d 137.2 g 16.13 d 4 g 549.3 f 

Jhumlong 526.7 d 11.33 bc 10.27 f 14.4 e 46.33 d 35.67 de 24.25 g 19.5 b 477.4 b 17.27 c 4.75 f 2268 d 

Green nitch 556 cd 12 b 10.77 ef 15.27 d 50.33 bc 42.33 c 32.67 f 24 a 711.7 a 14.23 f 5.25 e 3702 a 

Monosha 826.7 b 15 a 12.73 d 15.7  d 51.67 b 52.33 b 48.33 b 15.5 d 320 e 18.73 b 7.25c 2320 d 

Mean 633.905 12.00 13.390 17.552 48.952 43.524 40.912 17.748 389.410 17.220 6.893 2350.231 

Range 505-920 7-17 10-19.5 14-25.7 45-55 30-65 24-53.75 13-24.5 135-725 14-21.5 3.75-12.5 506.25-3877.5 

LSD (0.05) 41.05 2.822 0.5569 0.6239 1.503 4.931 1.086 0.6680 9.966 0.4673 0.1688 106.7 

CV% 3.64% 13.22% 2.34% 2.00% 1.73% 6.37% 1.49% 2.12% 1.44% 1.52% 1.37% 2.55% 
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Table 2. Genotypic (rg) and Phenotypic (rp) coefficient between yield and yield contributing characters in snake gourd genotypes 
 
 

  PB/P TLL TLB DFF NN/P FL FG FW/F IL F/P Y/P 

PH 
rg 0.976** 0.658* 0.653* 0.822** 0.972** 0.261 -0.636 -0.284 0.425 0.291 0.212 
rp 0.878** 0.647* 0.643* 0.782** 0.962** 0.252 -0.628 -0.284 0.421 0.287 0.214 

PB/P 
rg     .549     0.579 0.824** 0.970** -0.042 -0.379 0.051 0.394 0.206 0.025 
rp     .458     0.480    .682* 0.922** -0.047 -0.327 0.030 0.349 0.169 0.000 

TLL rg     0.906**    0.369 0.713** 0.434 -0.653 -0.351 0.346 0.668 -0.101 
rp     0.897**    0.359    0.682* 0.429 -0.645 -0.348 0.340 0.665 -0.099 

TLB 
rg       0.503 0.748** 0.174 -0.577 -0.326 0.450 0.291 -0.309 
rp       0.473 0.715** 0.173 -0.569 -0.325 0.450 0.289 -0.306 

DFF rg     0.847** 0.142 -0.399 -0.194 -0.010 -0.023 -0.327 
rp     0.795** 0.141 -0.400 -0.187 -0.005 -0.020 -0.316 

NN/P rg      0.154 -0.506 -0.125 0.371 0.284 -0.104 
rp      0.141 -0.493 -0.127 0.365 0.271 -0.111 

FL rg       -0.602 -0.630 -0.059 0.607  0.175 
rp       -0.596 -0.628 -0.058 0.606  0.173 

FG rg          0.893** -0.371 -0.380    0.674* 
rp            .889** -0.369 -0.378    0.672* 

FW/F rg         -0.242 -0.133   0.837** 
rp         -0.242 -0.133   0.836** 

IL rg          -0.131 -0.249 
rp          -0.131 -0.249 

F/P rg           0.367 
rp           0.367    

** = Significant at 1 %level of probability and  *  = Significant at 5 %level of probability 
Note: PH= Plant height, PB/P= Primary branches /plant, TLL= Terminal leaf length, TLB= Terminal leaf breadth, DFF= Days to first flowering,  
NN/P= Number of nodes /plant, FL= Fruit length, FG= Fruit girth, FW/F= Fresh weight /fruit, IL= Inter node length,F/P= Fruits /plant and Y/P= Yield/plant. 
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Positive significant correlation both at genotypic and phenotypic level was found between 
plant height and primary branches/plant (rg =0.976**, rp =0.878**). Negative correlation 
of yield/plant both genotypically and phenotypically were measured  with terminal leaflet 
length, terminal leaflet breadth, days to first flowering, inter node length and number of 
nodes/plant.  
 

In general, the association of the characters could be explained in a way that total 
fluctuation in yield are governed mainly by changing in one or more components ; though 
all fluctuation in the components as in each of cases were not expressed in yield due to 
decisive ratings of desirable and undesirable associations of the components with 
yield/plant (Graffius, 1964). Moreover, the knowledge of nature and magnitude of 
association between yield and its components is necessary for effective selection in 
advance generation. Correlations between pairs of characters were developed due to 
either linkage of genes or pleiotropic gene action (Narolia et al., 2012). Therefore, 
emphasis for selection of the components in positive direction for higher yield/plant may 
be suggested for effective yield improvement in snake gourd.  
 

Path coefficient analysis: Association of characters as determined by simple correlation 
coefficient did not provide an exact picture of the relationship between yield components 
and yield. Path coefficient analysis, in contrast, permitted a critical examination of 
specific direct and indirect effects of characters and measured the relative importance of 
each of characters  in determining  the mechanism of correlation of yield /plant with other 
characters (Table 3 and Fig.1). In the present investigation, in general, the genotypic 
correlation coefficient of a pair of characters was higher than corresponding phenotypic 
correlation coefficient which might be due to re deduction error (environmental variance), 
hence only the genotypic correlation coefficients of yield/plant with other characters were 
divided into a series of direct and indirect effects through path coefficient analysis. 
 

Path coefficient analysis showed that fresh weight/fruit had maximum direct effect 
(0.9763) followed by fruits/plant (0.4179) and fruit length (0.2665). Similar observations  
were found by Narayanankutty et al. (2006) where they reported that fruit weight and 
fruits/plant hade the maximum positive direct effects on yield. However, Rahman et al. 
(2002) reported that number of fruits/plant had the maximum direct effect (0.989) 
followed by average fruit weight (0.231). Miahet et al. (2000) found that average fruit 
weight had maximum direct contribution (1.699) on yield of bitter gourd followed by 
number of fruits per plant (0.932). Saha et al. (1992) also observed positive direct effect 
for number of fruits/plant, fruit length on fruit yield in pumpkin. Rana et al. (2011) 
reported days to first female flower opening had the highest direct positive effect on 
yield.  Fresh weight/fruit showed highest direct effect towards yield/plant via maximum 
positive indirect effect of fruit girth (0.0865). On the contrary, Narayanankutty et al. 
(2006) reported higher indirect contribution of days to first harvest, seeds/fruit and 
hundred seed weight over fresh weight/fruit. The residual effect was 0.015 indicated that 
about 98.5 percent of the variability in yield was contributed by eleven characters studied 
in path analysis. Number of nodes/plant had high negative direct effect (-0.1525) on yield 
per plant followed by terminal leaf breadth (-0.1448) and days to first flowering (-
0.0465).Fresh weight/fruit had positive indirect effects (0.8719) via fruit girth followed 
by fruits/plant (0.2792) via terminal leaf length. Negative indirect effect was found in 
fresh weight/fruit (-0.6152) via fruit length and followed by plant height (-0.2775).
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Table 3. Direct (bold) and indirect effects of different yield attributes on yield of snake gourd 
 

 PH PB/P TLL TLB DFF NN/P FL FG FW/F IL F/P Total 
genotypic 
correlation 

to yield 

PH 0.1181 0.0183 0.0186 -0.0945 -0.0382 -0.1482 0.0695 -0.0617 -0.2775 0.0625 0.1216 -0.2116 

PB/P 0.1152 0.0188 0.0155 -0.0839 -0.0383 -0.1479 -0.0111 -0.0367 0.0493 0.0579 0.086 0.0248 

TLL 0.0777 0.0103 0.0282 -0.1312 -0.0172 -0.1088 0.1157 -0.0632 -0.343 0.0508 0.2792 -0.1013 

TLB 0.0771 0.0109 0.0256 -0.1448 -0.0234 -0.114 0.0463 -0.0559 -0.318 0.0661 0.1214 -0.3086 

DFF 0.0971 0.0155 0.0104 -0.0728 -0.0465 -0.1292 0.038 -0.0387 -0.1893 -0.0015 -0.0096 -0.3265 

NN/P 0.1149 0.0182 0.0201 -0.1083 -0.0394 -0.1525 0.041 -0.049 -0.1222 0.0546 0.1187 -0.1039 

FL 0.0308 -0.0008 0.0123 -0.0252 -0.0066 -0.0235 0.2665 -0.0583 -0.6152 -0.0086 0.2538 -0.1748 

FG -0.0752 -0.0071 -0.0184 0.0835 0.0186 0.0771 -0.1603 0.0969 0.8719 -0.0545 -0.1586  0.6737* 

FW/F -0.0336 0.0009 -0.0099 0.0472 0.009 0.0191 -0.168 0.0865 0.9763 -0.0356 -0.0555    0.8365** 

IL 0.0502 0.0074 0.0098 -0.0651 0.0005 -0.0566 -0.0156 -0.0359 -0.236 0.1471 -0.0549 -0.2492 

F/P 0.0344 0.0039 0.0189 -0.0421 0.0011 -0.0433 0.1619 -0.0368 -0.1298 -0.0193 0.4179 0.3667 
 

Residual effect = 0.015        ** = Significant at 1 % level of probability and *  = Significant at 5 % level of probability. 
Note: PH= Plant height, PB/P= Primary branches /plant, TLL= Terminal leaf length, TLB= Terminal leaf breadth, DFF= Days to first flowering,  
NN/P= Number of nodes /plant, FL= Fruit length, FG= Fruit girth, FW/F= Fresh weight /fruit, IL= Inter node length and F/P= Fruits /plant. 
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The presence of positive as well as negative direct and indirect effects by yield 
components on yield /plant via one or other characters simultaneously existed a complex 
situation, where a compromise is required to attain a proper balance of different yield 
components for determining the model plant for high yield in snake gourd. The characters 
studied have due consideration at the time of formulation of selection strategy aimed at 
developing high yielding varieties in snake gourd. 
 
Considerable genetic variability observed in the present investigation for all traits were 
indicative for the differences in the genetic make-up of the genotypes considered which 
might offer a great scope for improved breeding programme. Based on yield and yield 
attributing traits green nitch could be regarded as the most superior and sustainable 
cultivar. Significant genotypic and phenotypic correlations were found in association 
between yield and yield contributing traits which could serve as a good index for 
selection in snake gourd genotypes. Among different quantitative traits fresh weight/fruit 
had the highest genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficient and direct effect on yield 
thus this trait could be a major determiner to sustainable yield. 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Path diagram of different yield contributing characters on yield/plant at genotypic 

level 
 

Note: PH= Plant height, PB/P= Primary branches /plant, TLL= Terminal leaf length, TLB= Terminal leaf 
breadth, DFF= Days to first flowering, NN/P= Number of nodes /plant, FL= Fruit length, FG= Fruit girth, 
FW/F= Fresh weight /fruit, IL= Inter node length and F/P= Fruits /plant. 
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